
Quick Start Guide
The following Quick Start Guide will help you through a very brief version of the 
initial installation, configuration and basic operation of the Closed IPTV Layer 3 
Enhanced CCTV Switch.
Use this document in conjunction with the Installation & Operation Guide. This is 
located on the Product CD supplied with the unit and can also be found on the 
Dedicated Micros website (dedicatedmicros.com).

Check the contents of the box
Remove the packaging and check all items listed below are present.

 • Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch
 • Power Supply
 • Software/Documentation CD
 • Quick Start Guide

If any of these items are missing; please contact the Dedicated Micros Customer 
Service team on +44 (0) 845 600 9501

Installing The Unit

Step 1 - Set the switch Hardware identifier
There is a rotary switch on the base of the Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch used by 
the NVR to identify the unit. 

The Ecosense NVR has a built in Layer 3 enhanced CCTV switch set to identity ‘0’, 
the SD Advanced does not. 

● The first external switch attached to an Ecosense NVR should be set to 
‘1’, the next one set to ‘2’ etc.

● The first external switch attached to an SD Advanced should be set to 
‘0’, the next one set to ‘1’ etc.

Step 2 - Connecting the Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch to a 
compatible Dedicated Micros NVR 

Connect the Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch to the NET socket on the back of the 
Dedicated Micros NVR (being used for control/configuration purposes) via a CAT5 
Ethernet cable. The Ethernet port labelled ‘ETH-A’ is designated the ‘Closed IPTV 
control’ port. The Closed IPTV control port is intended to securely link the Layer 3 
Enhanced CCTV Switch to the Dedicated Micros NVR.

Step 3 - Connecting Power to the Unit
The connected NVR will automatically discover the switch once power is applied.

DM/NSW/CP

Use the supplied 12vDC power cable to connect the 12vDC power socket on the 
rear of the unit to a local power source.

DM/NSW/CPP (POE Version)

Use the supplied 48vDC power cable to connect the 48vDC power socket on the 
rear of the unit to a local power source.

NOTE: The 48vDC power socket will only be available on the Power Over Ethernet 
(POE) supporting model (DM/NSW/CPP) 

Step 4 - Connecting the Unit to the General/Corporate Network
ETH-B is provided for connection to the General/Corporate network for viewing  
and configuration. 
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Use a CAT5 ethernet cable to connect ETH-B on the Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV 
Switch. The NVR is DHCP capable by default and can obtain an IP address from 
the General/Corporate network (if a DHCP server is present). Otherwise a static 
IP address can be set on the NVR Network->Network configuration page. 

Step 5 - Connecting a Camera to the Unit
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Connect the video sources to the Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch. Connect each 
video source using an RJ45 link cable. Individual cameras should be connected 
in sequential order, i.e. connect the first camera to port number 1 on the Layer 3 
Enhanced CCTV Switch. When this connection is registered by the NVR, it will 
display a notification on the Main Monitor showing the recognised details of the new 
video source, including resolution, name and MAC address.

Note: If an IP camera is connected to a channel occupied by an existing BNC 
connection, it will be recognised but not assigned as the BNC connection 
will take priority. It will instead be added to an unassigned list of cameras, 
which can be tied to a channel in the configuration pages. If a BNC camera 
is connected to a channel occupied by an existing IP connection, the BNC 
connection will take priority. The IP connection will be dropped and added 
to an unassigned list of cameras, which can be tied to a channel in the 
configuration pages.
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Upgrading to Closed IPTV
There are some NVR’s that are Closed IPTV enabled, but require a software 
upgrade to ‘discover’ the Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch and allow the system to 
operate fully as Closed IPTV. Navigate to System->Attributes page on the connected 
NVR and select the Software button. Check the Software Revision number, in the 
format of 6.6 (8.0017) M3UP 2010-10-31 14:50. NVR units at 6.6 (8.XXXX) or above 
do NOT require an Upgrade. Closed IPTV may be disabled (below). 

If the Software Revision number BELOW 6.6 (8.XXXX), the unit requires upgrading. 
1) Insert the supplied Upgrade CD into the NVR CD/DVD drive.
2) Reset the NVR. The NVR will boot into an upgrade state. Follow the 

onscreen instructions to initiate the upgrade.

Note: The Upgrade can take up to 40 minutes to complete, during which time the 
NVR will NOT be recording.

NOTE: Do NOT switch the NVR off if the upgrading message is on screen. Please 
call Technical Support if there are any problems.
3) The system will reboot after the Upgrade has been applied. Use the 

NVR configuration pages to navigate to System-> Attributes and select 
enable from the Closed IPTV drop down. 

4) Click Save.

Configuring Closed IPTV
The Closed IPTV logo in the top left corner of the configuration pages gives a quick 
indication of whether the system is in Secure or Configuration mode. Dedicated 
Micros recommend the system is always left in Secure Mode unless Closed IPTV 
settings are actually being edited.

Secure Mode Configuration Mode
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Configuration mode
 The security settings of all cascaded Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV 

Switches and the configuration of video sources connected to the 
Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch can be edited.  
Use this mode when configuring the Closed IPTV system only. 
The switch is not secure in this mode. Cameras can be physically 
swapped around and configured by the user as required.

Note: In Configuration mode, there is no registration of a camera fail. The 
cameras are either in a not connected state or connected when present. 

 In Secure Mode, Closed IPTV security is enabled and the selected 
security settings are applied. 

IMPORTANT: The ‘Restrict public access (Eth B)’ setting (Closed IPTV-> Settings) 
must be enabled if using Oracle IP domes in a Closed IPTV 
environment.

Unit Security Settings
It is recommended that all security settings are enabled to prevent illicit access to 
the system

Discover
This page shows the currently connected switches and allows forced discovery 
of all Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switches connected to the NVR. The NVR (in 
configuration mode) will automatically discover switches as they are connected.

Click on the Discover button whilst in Configuration mode to find all connected Layer 
3 Enhanced CCTV Switches. Click on Accept to confirm the discovered settings and 
add the switch and associated cameras to the Closed IPTV system 

Configuring the Unit
Access the NVR configuration pages and navigate to Closed IP -> Settings.

Settings

Upgrade
This page provides the option to upgrade a selected switch (or all switches)

Once a switch is connected and Discovered, the connected NVR can upgrade it. 
Select the switch to be upgraded and press the Upgrade button. The NVR sends the 
required file to the Switch and restarts it.

Advanced
This page allows access to the advanced facilities on the NVR such as Autosync 
and setting the base camera number of a switch. 

Click ‘Auto-Synchronise NVR variables with cameras’ when the unit is in 
configuration mode to synchronise some of the settings (eg camera title) with 
a newly added camera. This synchronisation will only occur for Remote Codec 
cameras (ie NetVu Connected cameras and video servers) .
Switch
Each switch can have up to 16 video sources attached to it. A switch may not have 
all ports configured with a video source, so there may be more than two switches 
attached to the NVR. This option sets the base camera number on the selected 
switch, all subsequent video sources on that switch will receive a consecutive 
number. The ‘Cameras’ option will display the camera numbers that have been 
assigned to the switch by the Closed IPTV NVR. 

The on-screen image of the Layer 3 Enhanced CCTV Switch provides instant 
information regarding camera connection ports. 

Port Illustration Colour Key
Port Free (Black) █ No video source currently connected to the port 

and nothing assigned to that channel.

Analog Connection (Blue) █ Analogue camera input using the BNC 
connection for this channel on the back of the 
NVR. 

Single IP Connected (Green) █ A single IP camera is connected directly to the 
port and will be auto assigned to the channel.

Single IP Assigned (Turquoise) █ A camera that has either ;
been configured manually independently 
outside Closed IP or  
is one of the cameras assigned by Closed IP by 
connecting a multi channel encoder.

Multiple IP Connections (Yellow) █ A port that is hosting a multiple channel input 

Duplicate Channel Allocation (Orange) █ A port that has analogue and IP connection 
applied to it. The IP source will be un-allocated.

Unknown (White)  A port which has detected a network connection 
but the type of connected device is not 
recognised.

Security Level Select from Configuration Mode’ or ‘Secure Mode’. The NVR will 
default to Configuration Mode, allowing the Closed IPTV system to 
be set up. The system should only be put into Secure mode once all 
configuration has been completed.

  


